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ABSTRACT 

Automatic colorization is a process which has the objective of 

inferring the color components of grayscale images. Frequently used 

for artistic purposes or to restore damaged images, this process can 

be, however, employed has a tool in the field of image compression, 

since it allows information associated with color not to be coded and 

transmitted if an efficient colorization is carried after decoding. 

Recently, several methods leveraging on deep learning (i.e. deep 

neural networks) have emerged with the objective of colorizing 

images and offering great performance on the task of automatic 

colorization. This work has the objective of developing and 

assessing the performance of an image compression system that 

employs deep neural networks as a tool for automatic colorization 

targeting the reduction of rate associated to the color components, 

as well as developing advancements in the colorization process. 

 

Index Terms - colorization, deep neural networks, image 

compression, deep learning  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, image and video are the data types consuming most of 

the resources in modern communication channels, such as the 

Internet and wireless networks. After content acquisition, it is vital 

to reduce the size of the visual data representation for some target 

quality, notably to enable efficient storage and transmission. As the 

amount of visual data generated keeps increasing in many 

application domains, there is a growing need for more efficient 

image and video compression solutions to further save bandwidth 

and storage space. 

An increased interest in applying deep neural networks to the 

problem of image compression has emerged, since neural networks 

are the state of the art for several computer vision tasks, especially 

the ones that require high level understanding of image semantics, 

such as image classification, object detection and segmentation, 

saliency detection and even low level image processing task, such 

as image denoising, inpainting and super-resolution.  

Recently (motivated by the advances of deep learning architectures 

in the field of computer vison), different studies showed the ability 

of deep neural networks in the area of automatic colorization of 

grayscale images. 

In this context, this work has the objective to develop an image 

compression solution adopting deep neural networks as a tool for 

automatic colorization, targeting the reduction of rate associated to 

the color components. To achieve this goal, this work starts by 

reviewing the state-of-the-art on conventional image coding 

standards and deep neural networks with particular attention to the 

most relevant deep learning-based colorization solutions available 

in the literature. After the review of the basic concepts of image 

coding and deep learning, an automatic colorization solution will be 

selected from a group of relevant solutions and integrated into an 

image coding framework, where the colorization process will be 

enriched with progressively ‘more intelligent’ techniques associated 

to the selection of some ground truth color information (at the 

encoder) to be sent to the decoder to boost the colorization 

performance.  

The results have shown an improvement on the colorization 

performance with the introduction of more sophisticated color 

selection techniques to the point of reaching competitive 

compression efficiency comparatively to conventional coding 

solutions for some bitrates and content. 

2. DEEP LEARNING-BASED IMAGE 

COLORIZATION: MOST RELEVANT SOLUTIONS 

Image colorization is a process where color is added to so-called 

black and white (or grayscale) images. This process can be used to 

modernize legacy grayscale images or to obtain alternative artistic 

colorizations for modern images. This can be done manually or 

using an automatic process. The latter may be also explored as a tool 

for compression optimization, where only the image luminance is 

coded and the colors are added after luminance decoding using a 

more or less guided colorization process. 

There are two main approaches in the literature for the task of 

grayscale image colorization [1]: 

 User-guided edit propagation, where a user picks a color for 

a specific region or area (e.g. line) and the rest of the image is 

colorized accordingly. These methods can achieve impressive 

results but often require a lot of user interaction and prior 

information, even for regions with low uncertainty (e.g. green 

vegetation or a blue sky). 

 Data-driven automatic colorization, where some parametric 

mapping from grayscale to color is derived from a large dataset 

of images with the aim to perform automatic colorization. 

Although cheap and easy, these methods often produce artifacts 

or incorrect colors, which may result in a colorization that is 

not plausible or that does not reflect the true colors. 

Three relevant and representative image colorization solutions from 

the literature were reviewed in this work. These solutions were 

selected considering their technical approach, colorization 

performance and potential for image coding. The first solution 

regards a data-driven automatic colorization model based on 

CNN’s; the second solution regards a similar model to the first but 

with differences in training and architecture; finally, the third 

solution regards a hybrid method which achieves automatic 

colorizations but allows user interaction as well. 



2.1. Hypercolumn-based Automatic Image Colorization 

This solution was presented in [2] by Larsson et al., and has as 

the objective to perform fully automatic colorizations of grayscale 

images based on the interpretation of image semantics. The main 

reason to employ deep neural architectures is to include semantic 

parsing (what objects are present in the image) and localization 

(where are the objects in the image) into the colorization system 

besides the usual color prediction from grayscale values.  

The CNN used in this solution is a modified VGG-16, which is a 

deep convolutional network with 16 layers [3].  

The proposed method extracts per-pixel descriptors by taking 

localized activations of multiple layers and concatenating them 

(hypercolumn), thus linking low-level and mid-level features in the 

same vector (tensor). This hypercolumn is then fed into a fully 

connected layer with 1024 channels, to which output predictors are 

connected. 

The last layer of the network transforms the activations of the 

previous fully connected layer into a probability distribution. This 

probability distribution is then used to infer color predictions for 

each pixel. 

2.2. Colorful Automatic Colorization with Convolutional 

Neural Networks 

This solution was presented in [4] by Zhang et al. with the goal of 

obtaining the real colors of the objects. If there are objects or areas 

which may take several colors, plausible colorizations (in the sense 

that they may easily fool a human observer) are targeted. Employing 

CNN’s, the aim is still to automatically colorize images by 

predicting color distributions. The main difference with respect to 

the solution reviewed in 2.1 regards the network architecture and the 

training method. 

2.3. Real-Time User-Guided Image Colorization with 

Learned Deep Priors 

This solution was presented in [1] by Zhang et al. and it extends 

the solution described in 2.2 by allowing the introduction of user 

inputs as cues for the task of user-guided colorization. 

The objective of this colorization solution is to combine both 

colorization approaches (automatic and user-guided) to create a 

colorization solution that can automatically attribute colors to 

grayscale images but with the option of introducing user inputs, i.e.  

 

allowing users to specify some colors for a more plausible or artistic 

colorization. This means that colors specified by users for some 

locations (or globally) can be propagated to the entire image 

automatically utilizing a user-guided edit-propagation approach. 

Moreover, to facilitate this process, the proposed colorization 

solution can suggest the user a set of plausible colors 

(recommendations) for any given location. 

3. DEEP LEARNING COLORIZATION-BASED 

IMAGE CODING 

The fact that the human visual system is less sensitive to 

chrominance than to luminance variations implies that color may be 

encoded with less accuracy than luminance (brightness), which is a 

key assumption behind the image coding solution proposed in this 

section.  

The solutions reviewed in Section 2 were tested and the solution 

presented in 2.3 showed the best results in terms of RD performance 

for automatic colorization. Moreover, the fact that this solution 

allowed for user inputs to be introduced into the color prediction 

process, spawn  the idea of transmitting insightful ground truth color 

information (hints) from the original image to the colorizer, in an 

image coding context. For these reasons, the colorizer reviewed in 

Section 2.3 was selected and integrated into a deep learning 

colorization-based image coding (DLCIC) solution, which is 

illustrated in Figure 2. 

A walkthrough of the proposed DLCIC solution architecture (shown 

in Figure 1) along with a brief description of each of the key modules 

is presented in the following: 

 Color Separation –This module corresponds to an initial step 

that targets separating the chroma information from the 

luminance information in order for them to be processed 

differently; if the original image is in RGB format, this module 

also performs RGB to YUV color space conversion. 

 Ground Truth Chroma Hints Extraction (GTCHE) – This 

module is responsible for the selection of ground truth color 

information that, ultimately, will aid the colorizer restoring the 

image chroma at the decoder.  

 Luminance Encoding – This module targets encoding the 

luminance or grayscale information with a conventional image 

coding standard, e.g. JPEG. Since only the luminance 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of the DLCIC solution architecture. 



information is coded, the encoder will be applied for a 4:0:0 

chroma subsampling format, implying that no chrominance 

component is coded. 

 Chroma Hints Representation – This module is responsible 

for representing (and eventually efficiently coding) the ground 

truth color hints extracted by the previous GTCHE module. The 

extracted hints are represented with a [x y a b] vector, where x 

and y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the hint 

position in the image, while a and b are the chroma components 

values in the Lab color space, as requested by the selected 

colorizer. 

 Luminance Decoding – This module corresponds to a decoder 

matching the format adopted at the Luminance Encoding 

module, which means that it is an image coding standard 

decoder; as expected, it performs the inverse operations of the 

encoder. 

 Chroma Hints Processing – This module is responsible to 

process the received ground truth color hints into a format 

appropriate to be given as input to the Colorizer module in 

order for this ground truth color information to be used to 

improve the colorization performance. 

 Colorizer – This module corresponds to the selected deep 

learning-based colorizer. 

 Color Merging – Early tests have shown that the colorization 

process outputs a luminance which is slightly distorted 

regarding the decoded luminance used as input to the Colorizer. 

To consider this effect, the final reconstructed image 

corresponds to the effectively decoded luminance, which has 

been coded based on the ground truth luminance, together with 

Colorizer output chrominances.   

The design and implementation of the GTCHE module (illustrated 

in Figure 2) was one of the main objectives of this work, as the 

inclusion of ‘intelligent’ hints improves colorizations significantly, 

when comparing to colorizations with no access to the original 

information. 

 

 
Figure 2: Illustration of the GTCHE module. 

The GTCHE module is comprised of two sub-modules: Image 

Segmentation and Color Hints Selection. 

3.1. Image Segmentation 

The Image Segmentation sub-module of the GTCHE module targets 

segmenting the image to allow the following Color Hints Selection 

sub-module to be more efficient. The idea is that, if color uniform 

regions are created, at least one hint per region needs to be selected 

to target color faithfulness. Naturally, the more and smaller regions 

are created, the more uniform the regions may be and, thus, the more 

representative may be the extracted hint for each specific region. 

The used algorithm was the Simple Linear Iterative Clustering 

(SLIC) algorithm [5]. This algorithm segments the image into 

regions labeled as superpixels by clustering the image pixels based 

on their spatial proximity and color similarity. The shape and 

accuracy of the superpixels are controlled by the compactness (C) 

and number of iterations (N) parameters. 

3.2. Color Hints Selection 

The previous methods available for the colorizer to extract local 

information about ground truth colors were: i) manual user picking, 

where a user would utilize a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to 

manually pick a point/position in the image and select the color that 

would correspond to that point; this method is naturally 

inappropriate for the purpose of this work; ii) random picking of 

positions following a Gaussian distribution and associated colors; 

this method is also clearly not very intelligent and effective from the 

RD performance point of view. 

The Color Hint Selection sub-module extends the color hints 

extraction ability by introducing increasing levels of intelligence in 

this selection process. In practice, several approaches are proposed, 

which make use of different processing tools: 

 No Hints, where no hints are extracted and the colorization 

obtained at the decoder is only based on the decoded 

luminance. 

 Random Hints, where the location of the color hints are 

chosen randomly (ignoring the image segmentation sub-

module) following a Gaussian distribution. 

 Region-driven Hints, where the color hints selection makes 

use of the regions created by the Image Segmentation sub-

module to extract more appropriate color hints depending on 

the image content, thus the hint locations become content 

aware, bringing an higher level of sophistication into the 

colorizing process (when compared to the No Hints and the 

Random Hints approaches). In this solution, a segmented image 

is fed into the Color Hints Selection sub-module, which target 

is to create an hint for each of the segmented regions. The hint 

location is selected according to either the centroid of the 

region, the pixel with median color of the region or the pixel 

with the least difference color of the region. 

 Colorizer Error-driven Hints, where the hints are selected 

according to the colorization error of the colorizer. Although 

the integration of image segmentation into the image coding 

framework may improve the efficiency of the Color Hints 

Extraction module by taking into account the image content, it 

does not necessarily effectively invest a greater amount of hints 

in the harder to colorize areas. These harder areas often contain 

high frequency content, which the SLIC algorithm tends to 

ignore, by creating a single region over these high frequencies, 

and misleading the color hints extraction process. To tackle this 

limitation, this approach was designed based on the idea that 

hints should be invested in the areas where the colorization 

error regarding the ground truth is higher. This approach may 

be totally independent from the previous image segmentation 

or use it for boot-strapping, e.g. an initial number of hints is 

selected based on the region-driven approach while the 

following hints are selected this approach. 

 

 



4. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

This section assesses the proposed DLCIC coding solutions under 

meaningful test conditions. 

4.1. Assessment Conditions and Benchmarks 

The proposed Deep Learning Colorization-based Image Coding 

(DLCIC) solution was compared with conventional coding 

benchmarks and assessed in terms of RD performance and 

subjective quality. For that purpose, four test images were selected 

from the JPEG AI dataset [6] (which is a recent JPEG activity 

dedicated to the study of end-to-end learning-based image codecs): 

1) Woman shown in Figure 3; 2) Buddhists shown in Figure 4;  

3) Harley shown in  Figure 5; and 4) Footballplayer shown in Figure 

6. 

The objective performance was assessed with the utilization of two 

different rate-distortion metrics, notably; i) the Peak Signal-to-Noise 

Ratio (PSNR) measured for each component, i.e. PSNR Y, PSNR 

Cb and PSNR Cr, and for the three components together as PSNR 

YCbCr, with appropriate weights to each component to replicate the 

human visual sensitivity); and ii) the Structural Dissimilarity Index 

Measure (DSSIM), which measures the perceptual dissimilarity 

between two images; for this metric, a lower value means a better 

results, i.e. less distortion. Moreover, to compare the overall RD 

performance between the coding solutions, the Bjøntegaard-Delta 

bitrate (BD-Rate) and Bjøntegaard-Delta PSNR (BD-PSNR) 

metrics are also used.  

The coding benchmarks selected for the performance assessment 

correspond to standard coding solutions, notably: 

 JPEG 444, where the image is encoded with the JPEG standard 

with a 4:4:4 color subsampling format. 

 JPEG 420, where the image is encoded with the JPEG standard 

with a 4:2:0 color subsampling format. 

 JPEG 400, where the image is encoded with the JPEG standard 

with a 4:0:0 color subsampling format, i.e. only the luminance 

is coded. 

Following the description of the multiple proposed DLCIC 

operation modes, the proposed DLCIC coding solutions to be 

assessed are: 

 JPEG 400 NH (No Hints), where the colorization process is 

only based on the decoded luminance, since no ground truth 

color hints are selected when encoding the original image. 
 JPEG 400 RH (Random Hints), where the colorization 

process is based on the decoded luminance and a number of 

spatially random generated hints. 

 JPEG 400 R-dH C-C1N30 (Region-driven Hints), where the 

color hints location is selected according to the centroid pixel 

for each segmented region of the image, and the compactness 

and number of iterations parameters take values 1 and 30, 

respectively. 

 JPEG 400 R-dH M-C1N30 (Region-driven Hints), where 

the color hints location is selected according to the pixel with 

the median color value for each segmented region of the 

image, and the compactness and number of iterations 

parameters taking values 1 and 30, respectively. 
 JPEG 400 R-dH LD-C1N30 (Region-driven Hints), where 

the color hints location is selected according to the pixel with 

the least different color from all other pixels in each segmented 

region of the image, and the compactness and number of 

iterations parameters taking values 1 and 30, respectively. 

 JPEG 400 CE-dH no SC (Colorizer Error-driven Hints), 

where the colorization process is based on the decoded 

luminance and on a number of color hints selected based on the 

colorization error without any spatial constraint. 

 JPEG 400 CE-dH SC-5px (Colorizer Error-driven Hints), 

a coding solution where the colorization process is based on the 

decoded luminance and on a number of color hints selected 

based on the colorization error with a minimum distance 

between hints of 5 pixels. In Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5 and 

Figure 6, examples of encodings with the JPEG 400 CE-dH 

SC-5px solution (with 1000 hints at a 90% quality factor) are 

shown for the four test images. 

  
Figure 3: Woman original test image (left). Woman encoded with 

JPEG 400 CE-dH SC-5px (1000 hints) at a JPEG quality factor of 

90% (right). 
 

  
Figure 4: Buddhists original test image (left). Buddhists encoded 

with JPEG 400 CE-dH SC-5px (1000 hints) at a JPEG quality 

factor of 90% (right). 
 

  
Figure 5: Harley original test image (left). Harley encoded with 

JPEG 400 CE-dH SC-5px (1000 hints) at a JPEG quality factor of 

90% (right). 
 

      
Figure 6: Footballplayer original test image (left). 

Footballplayer encoded with JPEG 400 CE-dH SC-5px (1000 

hints) at a JPEG quality factor of 90% (right). 
 



4.2. Results and Analysis 

The plots for the PSNR YCbCr results for the DLCIC solutions 

proposed in this work are shown in Figure 7 (for the four test 

images). Similar results were obtained for the DSSIM metric, 

however, due to the article length constraints, these results (as well 

as the results for the PSNR Cb and PSNR Cr) are not shown. 

Moreover, Table 1 includes the BD-Rate and BD-PSNR values for 

each DLCIC coding solution using as reference the JPEG 

benchmarks defined in 4.1. It was not possible to compute the BD-

Rate for PSNR Cb and PSNR Cr because the curves for these metrics 

are fairly constant for the proposed solutions, which means that for 

the same PSNR value corresponds a wide range of bit rates. This 

makes the BD-Rate computation prone to errors, resulting in 

unrealistic values. 

The results show that the JPEG 400 CE-dH SC-5px solution 

outperforms the other DLCIC solutions almost always, while 

performing on par with the benchmarks (performing, generally, 

slightly worse than JPEG 420 and slightly better than JPEG 444), as 

supported by the results in Table 1. Based on these results, the 

overall RD performance of the proposed DLCIC solutions for each 

image can be analyzed as follows: 

 Woman - For PSNR YCbCr, a slight outperformance of the 

JPEG 444 benchmark is achieved with all the DLCIC solutions, 

except the No Hints solution; however, the proposed DLCIC 

solutions fail to outperform the JPEG 420 benchmark. 

 Buddhists - For PSNR YCbCr, the DLCIC solutions perform 

at the same level as JPEG 444 (slightly worse), with the JPEG 

400 CE-dH SC-5px solution achieving a slightly better 

performance (with a BD-Rate of -0,83 and a BD-PSNR of 

0,05). The proposed DLCIC solutions fail to perform at the 

same level as the JPEG 420 benchmark. 

 Harley - For this particular image, where the key colorization 

areas are the letters and the reflectors, it is possible to say that 

all the DLCIC solutions, with the exception of the No Hints 

solution, perform at the same level as the benchmarks (slightly 

outperformed). The best DLCIC solution is the JPEG 400 CE-

dH SC-5px; however, through subjective assessment, it is 

possible to see that the only truly well colorized letters and 

reflector were achieved by the Colorizer Error-driven Hints 

with no spatial constraint solution (second best solution). 

 Footballplayer - For PSNR YCbCr, the best solution is the 

Colorizer Error-driven Hints solution with a spatial constraint 

of 5 pixels, which performs at the same level as the JPEG 444 

benchmark (BD-Rate of -4,66 and BD-PSNR of 0,28). All the 

other DLCIC solutions (with the exception of the JPEG 400 

NH solution) perform at the same level as the JPEG 444 

benchmark. All the DLCIC solutions are outperformed by the 

JPEG 420 benchmark (except for very low bitrates), with the 

Random Hints solution and the No Hints Solution having the 

worst performance, what is understandable considering the 

level of detail of this image.  

  

  

Figure 7: PSNR YCbCr results for the proposed DLCIC solutions and benchmarks for Woman (top left), Buddhists (top right), Harley 

(bottom left) and Footballplayer (bottom right) with an increasing JPEG quality factor (5%-90%) and 1000 hints. 



5. FINAL REMARKS 

The results have shown an improvement on the colorization 

performance with the introduction of more sophisticated color 

selection techniques to the point of reaching competitive 

compression efficiency comparatively to conventional coding 

solutions for some bitrates and content. 

In conclusion, at this time, it is still a better option to use a 

conventional coding standard (e.g. JPEG) as a still image coding 

solution.  

While for high quality/rate applications the previous statement is 

absolutely true (even if improvements are attained in future) because 

ground truth colors are not perfectly reproduced in the DLCIC 

solutions, for low to medium rate applications (e.g. web) where 

image colors do not need to be perfectly reproduced and where 

systems would greatly benefit from traffic reduction or memory 

saving, a DLCIC solution such as those proposed in this work may 

have some potential to be adopted as a still image coding solution. 
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Table 1:  BD-Rate and BD-PSNR for the proposed DLCIC coding solutions (using as reference each of the benchmarks). 

 

 

 

 

Woman
SOLUTION 

(1000 HINTS) BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR

JPEG 400 NH 0 0 -45,2524 3,009185 - -18,9802 - -20,0637 68,24978 -2,6236 -22,6308 1,340259 - -18,3456 - -19,4194 118,0233 -3,71544

JPEG 400 RH 21,84262 -0,96664 -33,2906 2,194387 - -6,02939 - -4,86145 -5,77028 0,284435 -5,70423 0,376709 - -5,53387 - -4,4164 20,67744 -0,96125

JPEG 400 R-dH C-C10N10 21,86348 -0,96743 -33,2792 2,193467 - -4,90841 - -3,84283 -10,2892 0,551195 -5,68805 0,37594 - -4,41508 - -3,40268 14,56124 -0,69526

JPEG 400 R-dH C-C1N30 21,50857 -0,95409 -33,4737 2,209068 - -4,83586 - -3,70711 -10,9655 0,58893 -5,96328 0,389054 - -4,3248 - -3,25241 13,67057 -0,65536

JPEG 400 R-dH M-C1N30 21,50857 -0,95409 -33,4737 2,209068 - -5,06138 - -3,78541 -10,3588 0,550952 -5,96328 0,389054 - -4,55951 - -3,33093 14,51856 -0,69451

JPEG 400 R-dH LD-C1N30 21,50857 -0,95409 -33,4737 2,209068 - -4,98194 - -3,72457 -10,6486 0,568488 -5,96328 0,389054 - -4,48044 - -3,26757 14,12276 -0,67671

JPEG 400 CE-dH no SC 21,71739 -0,96194 -33,3593 2,1999 - -6,15048 - -5,0648 -5,30118 0,248014 -5,80134 0,381329 - -5,6915 - -4,65824 21,56273 -1,00772

JPEG 400 CE-dH SC-5px 21,71739 -0,96194 -33,3593 2,1999 - -3,93944 - -3,77446 -12,6355 0,685688 -5,80134 0,381329 - -3,48312 - -3,36703 11,60549 -0,57027

JPEG 444 JPEG 420JPEG 400

PSNR Y PSNR Cb PSNR Cb PSNR Cr PSNR YCbCrPSNR Y PSNR Cr PSNR YCbCr PSNR Y

Harley
SOLUTION 

(1000 HINTS) BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR

JPEG 400 NH 0 0 -19,2936 1,148534 - -10,7522 - -10,8255 44,49422 -1,83582 -7,615 0,45706 - -9,15298 - -9,12221 49,61657 -1,9416

JPEG 400 RH 7,941177 -0,44482 -12,8726 0,734818 - -2,89831 - -3,87341 7,708764 -0,29535 -0,26322 0,017253 - -1,8764 - -2,61673 12,27758 -0,5487

JPEG 400 R-dH C-C10N10 7,933463 -0,44442 -12,8788 0,735254 - -3,2718 - -4,11767 9,226776 -0,37224 -0,27036 0,017654 - -2,24922 - -2,85843 13,86603 -0,62522

JPEG 400 R-dH C-C1N30 7,856301 -0,44032 -12,9412 0,739619 - -3,24991 - -4,06597 8,998428 -0,35977 -0,3418 0,021673 - -2,21895 - -2,80159 13,62238 -0,61131

JPEG 400 R-dH M-C1N30 7,856301 -0,44032 -12,9412 0,739619 - -2,71002 - -3,56623 6,400837 -0,22982 -0,3418 0,021673 - -1,68292 - -2,30265 10,91499 -0,48194

JPEG 400 R-dH LD-C1N30 7,856301 -0,44032 -12,9412 0,739619 - -2,57009 - -3,52337 5,94975 -0,20697 -0,3418 0,021673 - -1,54301 - -2,25909 10,44109 -0,45901

JPEG 400 CE-dH no SC 7,902603 -0,44278 -12,9038 0,737001 - -2,41459 - -3,73219 5,990382 -0,2156 -0,29893 0,019261 - -1,39298 - -2,47816 10,51801 -0,46945

JPEG 400 CE-dH SC-5px 7,902603 -0,44278 -12,9038 0,737001 - -1,32249 - -3,77132 3,540414 -0,08398 -0,29893 0,019261 - -0,30073 - -2,51652 7,950874 -0,33771

PSNR Cb PSNR Cr PSNR YCbCr

JPEG 400 JPEG 444 JPEG 420

PSNR YCbCr PSNR YPSNR Y PSNR Y PSNR Cb PSNR Cr

Footballplayer
SOLUTION 

(1000 HINTS) BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR BD RATE BD PSNR

JPEG 400 NH 0 0 -36,8376 2,743886 - -12,0131 - -15,0099 22,63608 -1,31996 -17,1276 1,192068 - -11,9815 - -13,9514 48,44786 -2,34757

JPEG 400 RH 15,93408 -0,91437 -26,7381 1,936032 - -6,19167 - -10,3397 9,490009 -0,61439 -3,86987 0,296097 - -6,22994 - -9,76218 32,85903 -1,77694

JPEG 400 R-dH C-C10N10 16,04244 -0,91997 -26,6694 1,929907 - -4,16394 - -6,85577 -1,37199 0,069968 -3,77968 0,290736 - -4,21064 - -6,28988 19,2579 -1,09451

JPEG 400 R-dH C-C1N30 15,87214 -0,91116 -26,7774 1,939528 - -4,34358 - -6,91668 -1,01556 0,047114 -3,92141 0,299165 - -4,37247 - -6,33693 19,68189 -1,1143

JPEG 400 R-dH M-C1N30 15,87214 -0,91116 -26,7774 1,939528 - -4,32713 - -7,38578 -0,14454 -0,00947 -3,92141 0,299165 - -4,36103 - -6,80551 20,77506 -1,17144

JPEG 400 R-dH LD-C1N30 15,87214 -0,91116 -26,7774 1,939528 - -4,35749 - -7,30626 -0,24907 -0,00332 -3,92141 0,299165 - -4,3939 - -6,72953 20,65779 -1,16605

JPEG 400 CE-dH no SC 15,88762 -0,91197 -26,7676 1,938654 - -5,09423 - -6,93568 0,423469 -0,04975 -3,90853 0,298398 - -5,15005 - -6,39124 21,58177 -1,21886

JPEG 400 CE-dH SC-5px 15,88762 -0,91197 -26,7676 1,938654 - -3,50525 - -5,85982 -4,65598 0,283356 -3,90853 0,298398 - -3,56946 - -5,30177 15,27116 -0,8851

PSNR Cb PSNR Cr PSNR YCbCr

JPEG 400 JPEG 444 JPEG 420

PSNR YCbCr PSNR YPSNR Y PSNR Y PSNR Cb PSNR Cr


